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 FOIA REQUEST

**Note to Requester: Retain a copy of this request for your files. If you eventually need
to file a Request for Review with the Public Access Counselor, you will need to submit
a copy of your FOIA request.**

Name and Address of Public Body Receiving Request:
DeKalb County Circuit Court
133 W. State St.
Sycamore, IL 60178

Date Requested:
1/31/2013

Request Submitted By: _X__ E-mail 

Name of Requester:
Brian Jeschke

Street Address:

City/State/County Zip (required):

Telephone (Optional)    : E-mail        (Optional):

Records Requested: *Provide as much specific detail as possible so the public body can identify the information that 
you are seeking. You may attach additional pages, if necessary.

I received a traffic citation when exiting I-88 Westbound @ Peace Rd. I went thru lane one, which is the I-pass lane 
and not the pay lane. There is a traffic control device (stop sign) located on the left side of the toll island. There is also 
a 15 MPH sign with an arrow pointing to the right. I was issued the citation for disregarding a stop sign while using 
the designated I-pass 15 mph lane, lane One. I need documentation as to the legalities of the stopping procedure in 
these lanes to bring to court. I took pictures of the signage and the toll plaza along with my I-pass records to court with 
me. The gentlement before me was issued the same ticket and that was not good enough for the judge to rule in his 
favor so I requesting information to indeed prove that a driver with an I-pass account and transponderis NOT required 
to stop when said transponder is in his/her vehicle and is proceeding thru a designated I-pass toll lane. 

Thank You
Sincerely, 
Brian Jeschke

Do you want copies of the documents? YES 
--Do you want Electronic Copies or Paper Copies? Electronic
--If you want Electronic Copies, in what format? Microsoft Word/pdf

Is this request for a Commercial Purpose?  NO
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(It is a violation of the Freedom of Information Act for a person to knowingly obtain a public record for a commercial 
purpose without disclosing that it is for a commercial purpose, if requested to do so by the public body. 5 ILCS 
140.3.1(c)).

Are you requesting a fee waiver? YES 

(If you are requesting that the public body waive any fees for copying the documents, you must attach a statement of 
the purpose of the request, and whether the principal purpose of the request is to access or disseminate information 
regarding the health, safety and welfare or legal rights of the general public. 5 ILCS 140/6(c)).

I am requesting a fee waiver in accordance with legal rights of the general public. 5 ILCS 140/69c)). This request will 
be used in a court of law to prove my case and my innocence. 
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